Different Opinions

Game to teach the girls to respect different opinions

Draw an imaginary line down the middle of the room

Have the girls gather in a group to listen to some statements.

Explain that if they have a strong opinion they move to either the right or left of the line depending on the questions instructions, and if they do not have a strong opinion they stay on the line.

After each question have the girls discuss why there is a difference in opinion and what reasons the girls have for their decisions.

Some examples are:

Smoking should be banned from all public places

Students caught using drugs should be made to take treatments

Marijuana be legalized

The voting age be reduced to 16

You can use the same game to show differences in feelings and preferences

Some examples are:

Do you prefer red or blue?

Do you prefer rock music or rap?

Do you prefer a vegetarian diet or a diet based with meat?

Do you like to have breakfast or do you skip breakfast?

Do you like mornings or nights?